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Abstract
We present a universal signature of ballistic transport
in field effect transistors with channel lengths down t o
25 nm and widths up to 100 pm. By measuring with
a two and four-probe setup the derivative of the differential conductance with respect to t h e gate voltage for
finite drain bias a splitting is obtained, which is shown
to b e a clear indication of electrons traversing the channel
conserving their initial energy.

in Fig.lA shows a partial view of the gate section at
which a tapered gate is connected with a narrow top gate.
The gate length of the present structure was 25 nm. A
sketch of the corresponding conduction band profile is
depicted in FigAB. A voltage difference VDS = (bs pD)/e applied between the drain and the source, with
p~ and ps the electrochemical potentials of the drain and
the source, respectively, and e the electron charge, leads
to an efficient current as long as the harrier maximum
E ~ I AisX smaller than ps. The current depends on the
voltage VDS and the harrier height, which is controlled
by the gate.

Introduction
Ballistic transport has been ohserved for the first time
in semiconductors with specially devised spectrometers
11-3). In one-dimensional quantum wires ballistic transport results in the quantization of conductance in steps
of 2 e 2 / h [4, 51. When narrow constrictions are occupied
by only a few modes coherent electron flow allows the
observation of interference effects similar to wave phenomena well known for coherent light 16-81, But ballistic
transport can occur in more common devices operating
far from the conductance quantization regime, siich as
nanoseale FETs. In this work, we present a universal signature of ballistic transport in multimode devices. This
signature is observed in AlGaAs/GaAs hetemstructure
FETs (HFETs) with channel lengths down to 25 nm.
We demonstrate that ballistic transistors show a peak
splitting of the derivative of the four-probe differential
conductance with respect to the gate voltage for finite
drain bias.
Results and discussion

We have realized ultra-short FETs on modulation
doped GaAsJAIGaAs hetemstructures with a twodimensional electron gas 120nm helow the sample surface.
The mobility of the 2DEG has been measured to be
2.5 x lo6 cm' V-' s-' at 4.2 K, with the electron concentration of 3-4 x10" cm-'. Such parameters lead to
an average scattering length at Fermi energy of 31-36 pm,
which is a factor thousand larger than the gate length,
and allows us t o exclude the diffusive transport regime
for the FETs.
A scheme of the FET is shown in Fig.lA. The gate
electrode separates two wider regions serving as source
and drain reservoirs. The scanning electron micrograph

I/.,

FIG. 1: A: Schematic representations of the field effect transistors with a scanning electron micrograph showing the gate
section, at which the tapered gate is connected with the narrow, top gate. B: The conduction band energies and electre
chemical potentials across the channel.
We have measured the current IDS through the transistor for varying voltages Vis applied between the drain
and the source of the FETs and Vcs applied between
the gate and the source. The samples were immersed in
liquid He at a temperature of 4.2 K. In the upper part
of Fig.2A the differential conductance G = d l ~ s / d V ~ ~
of an FET with 50 nm gate length is plotted versus
the gate voltage V& for VDS = 1, 20 and 40 mV. For
VD=
~ 1 mV the FET channel is getting conductive
at VGS> -0.62 V. G increases from 0 t o a maximum
value of 7.4 x
AV-' with increasing gate voltage
up to -0.52 V. A further increase in the gate voltage
does not change the conductance. For VDS= 20 mV
the onset of conductance is shifted by about 50 mV t o
lower gate voltages compared to VDS = 1mV. Conversely,
the gate voltage at which G saturates is shifted 50 mV
to larger values. Starting from the threshold gate voltage with increasing V& a similar slope of the conduc-
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tance dG/dVGs compared to VDS= 1 mV is found up
to G = 4.4 x
AV-'. A further increase of the gate
voltage for -0.62 V < VGS< -0.55 V results in a reduction of dG/dV&. The larger dG/dVG/Gs is recovered for
the gate sweep region -0.55 V < VGSuntil G remains
constant for increasing VGS. When VDSis increased t o
40 mV the F E T is getting conductive for a smaller gate
voltage. It is interesting t o note that here as well the
gate voltage above which G remains constant is shifted
to a larger value compared to C(V&) traces detected for
smaller drain voltages. As shown in the lower part of
Fig.2A, the derivative dC/dVGs of the differential conductance with respect to the gate voltage shows a narrow peak for small bias voltages. The peak splits into
two well-resolved components when the drain to source
voltage is increased as shown for VDS= 1 t o 10 mV in
steps of 1mV and VDS = 20 and 40 mV in the lower part
of Fig. 2A. We found that for a constant drain to source
voltage the peak splitting is getting larger the smaller
the gate length of the FET. Fig.2B shows a gray-scale
plot of dG/dVGs as a function of gate voltage and drain
bias voltage for an FET with 25 nm gate length. Bright
contrast reflects a large derivative of the differential conductance and dark contrast small values. For small VDS
a clear peak is found for VGS= -6.5 V. The peak splits
linearly with increasing drain to source bias voltage up
to 3 V for VDS= 40 mV.
We interpret the peak splitting of dG/dvGs with increasing drain t o source bias voltage by taking into account the ballistic transport of electrons through the
channel. As electrons in the channel of the FET are
strongly confined in the vertical direction, their density
of states is given by contributing of two-dimensional subbands. Typically only the lowest snbhand is populated,
and the subband edge has the profile sketched in the left
part of Fig. 3 . EMAX
is the maximum of the subband
in the channel, which is controlled hy the gate to source
voltage, VGS. For a constant non-zero drain t,o source
voltage VDSthe conduction band in the channel decreases
with gradually increasing gate to source voltage VGS,and
EMAX
decreases correspondingly. The twwdimensional
subband edge profile shown in the left part of Fig. 3 (i)
corresponds to a low VGS. When EMAXis larger than
p s , the differential conductance is negligible. As EMAX
aligns with ps (Fig. 3 (ii)) the differential Conductance
increases abruptly, because of the sharpness of the FermiDirac distribution. Then, as long as ps > E M A X> PD?
the ballistic drain current is only due t o electrons with
energy in the z direction between EMAX
and ps and is
proportional to F1l2[(ps- E M A X ) / ~where
T ] , F1j2is the
Fermi-Dirac integral of order 112 191. Therefore, the current depends on VGSand VDSonly through &{AX. To
first order, we can write

EMAX
= E M A X 0 - e.(vGS

- %SO)

-efl(VDS - VDSO), (1)

where E ~ I AisXthe
~ value of E M A Xfor the gate-to-source

FIG. 2: Peak splitting of the derivative of the differentialconductance for constant drain to source bias voltage VDS of ballistic field effect transistors at T=4 K. Top left: Step like differential conductance for source drain bias voltages VDS = 1,
20 and 40mV. Bottom left: Derivative of differentialconductance for a 50 nm gate length FET. Right hand side:
Grey scale~plotof the derivative of the differential conductance for an FET with 25nm gate length. The splitting is
clearly seen and increases linearly with the applied source to
drain voltage VDS.

bias VGSO
and drain-to-source bias VDSO.
It is the dependence of E M A Xon VDS, due t o the
so-called Drain Induced Barrier Lowering (DIBL) [lo].
that is the kcy to understand the observed behavior of
G. Indeed, G is proportional to the rate of increase of
available propagating states with increasing V D S ,i.e.,
dEMAx/dVDs. From electrostatics, dEbrAx/dVDs
-e,& with 0 < fl < 1. As VGSis further increased, EMAX
goes below p~ (left part of Fig. 3 (iii)), and electron
states contributing to the current are those with energy
between ps and p ~ Again,
.
G is proportional to the rate
of increase of current-carrying states with increa3ing Vas,
that is dpD/dVDs c( -e, i.e., a factor fl-' > 1larger than
before. As a consequence, we observe an abrupt increase
= p ~ which
,
of the differential conductance as EMAX
is better highlighted by the second peak of dG/dVGs.
As VGSis increased further dG/dV& goes to zero due
to the dependence of the number of transmitted modes
on EMAX.
Therefore, the two peaks of dG/dVGs correspond t o the two cases EMAX
= ps? and EMAX
= MD.
Their presence reveals that two different electrochemical
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FIG. 3: Sketch of subband energies for interpretation of the
experimental results: (i) Profile of the lowest twmdimensional
subband in the HFET channel for low gate voltage. Since the
U
1 mV
is larger than both ps and p~ the
subband maximum EMAX
device is in cut-off. (ii) As VGSis increased, the subband
-1.0 -0.9 -0.8 -0.7 -0.6
decreases. When EMAX
goes below ps the
maximum EMAX
conductance increases abruptly. Therefore the first peak of
dG/dVcs occurs. (iii) As Lbs is further increased, EMAX
goes below / L O and the conductance increases faster, since
now the electron flux is limited only by the availability of
empty states at the drain, and not by the channel barrier.
For further increases of VGSthe derivative of the differential
FIG. 4: : Calculated dG/dVcs as a function of VGSobtained
conductance goes to zero due to the dependence of the number
from a numerical simulation of ballistic electron transport in
of transmitted modes on EMAX.
an FET with a gate length of 50nm. Curves for different
values of VDS are shifted for clarity of presentation. The development of the two peaks with increasing Vis is clearly
reproduced.
potentials exist in the channel, since electrons, in their
ballistic motion, conserve the electrochemical potential
of the contact from which they are injected.
We have verified such a behavior by performing a twothe drift-diffusion model I n. - p n d E F / d x where p is
dimensional quantum simulation of the FET structures,
the electron mobility, n is the electron concentration at
taking into account both quantum confinement and balthe source, and dEF/dx is the spatial derivative of the
listic transport in the channel. The subbands are obquasi-Fermi energy at the source. If we take into actained from a self-cousistent solution of thc Poisson and
count only the lowest 2D subbaud n n. p z ~ ( p s- E M A X ) ,
Schrodinger equations with density functional theory, acwhere PZD is the 2D electron density of states. In
cording to a method described in Ref. [ll]. We assume
the case of saturation dEF/dx = -(ps - EMAx)/L,
that the occupation factors of all propagating states obey
where L is the channel length. Therefore we have
Fermi-Dirac statistics with the electrochemical potential
I x p p z ~ ( p s- &Ax)’/L.
Using (1) we can write
equal to that of the originating contact. This is condG/dVcs = 2 p p z ~ e ’ a p / L . For larger Vis the FET ensistent with the assumption that electrons injected into
ters the ohmic region with d E F / d x = -(ps - p D ) / L ,
the device conserve the electrochemical potential of the
and therefore I x p p z ~ ( p s- E M A X ) (~ pSD ) / L , which
emitting contact until they exit the device region through
gives us dG/dV,s = 2 p p z ~ e 2 a / La, factor p-’ larger
the source or the drain. Such an assumption, by itself,
than in the saturation region. Therefore, when the FET
is sufficient t o ensure current continuity per unit energy
changes its transport regime with increasing Vcs for conin each subband. In our simulation, while we consider
stant Vis from cutoff t o saturation and then from satufully ballistic transport in the channel, we have included
ration t o the ohmic region dG/dV& as a function of VGS
two series resistances at the source and the drain contact.
results in a staircase with two steps. Only the contact
The derivative of G with respect t o Vis for the 50 nm
resistances at the source and the drain contacts lead to
HFET is shown in Fig.4. Results are in good agreement
a descending curve superimposed to the staircase due to
with the experiments, showing that the relevant physics
the reduced effective voltage drop on the channel with inof the phenomenon is well described by our interpretacreasing current. Experimentally one can easily exclude
tion.
the contact resistance by transport measurements in a 4
terminal (4T) configuration.
In order to verify that the observed signature is due
t o ballistic transport we have modelled the effect of disTherefore we have realized FETs with 2 further voltage
sipative transport in the channel. Let us consider zero
probes separated from the source and the drain terminals,
temperature with Vis such that the differential conducwhich allow the detection of the intrinic VOSof the device
is zero. With increasing Vcs
tance G for a given
by neglecting the voltage drops on the source and drain
when the FET is getting conductive, we can write within
contacts. In the case when the contact resistance causes
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the observed peak splitting, the peaks in the 4T dG/dVGs
curve should vanish and only a step like function should
appear.

FIG. 5: Left hand side: Experimental four-probe dGldVcs
as a function of Vcs obtained with a four-probe measurement
for VDS ranging from 1 to 3 mV for 50 nm gate length FET.
Right hand side; Theoretical best fitting curve obtained
with the analytic EKV model (thin solid line) and with an
analytic model for ballistic transport (thick solid line).
In Fig. 5 (left part) the 4T d G / d V & of an FET with a
channel length of 50 nm at 4.2 K as a function of VGSfor
VDS ranging from 1 to 3 mV is shown. When V ~ s = lmV
one clear peak in t h e . 4 T d G / d V ~ strace with increasing VGSappears. We emphasize that within the driftdiffusion model a single staircase is predicted. However,
in order to compare the experimental data we included
in Fig. 5 (right part) analytically obtained results using the transistor model of Em, Krummenacher and Vitoz (EKV): which assumes dissipative quasi-equilibrium
transport in the channel [12], and analytical results obtained using a ballistic transport model described in
Ref. 191. The coefficients of both the EKV and the ballistic models have been chosen in order to provide the
best fit with experiments. As anticipated, in the caSe
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Finally, we would like to note t h a t as long as the channel is shorter than the inelastic scattering length the reported effect should be observable at higher temperature.
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